BOOK 138
JEWISH TORAH SOURCES FOR
PRIDE AND ACCEPTANCE OF
ONE SELF AND GAINING A
LARGE EGO
MOSHE SISELENENDER
JEWS ARE THE CHOSEN PEOPLE BY GOD

THE JEW IS CHOSEN BY VIRTUE THAT HE/SHE IS ORDERED TO OBEY THE RITUAL LAWS OF THE TORAH.

THE JEW WHO OBSERVES IS CHOSEN.

THE JEW WHO ELECTS NOT TO OBSERVE IS SINNING.

HIS /HER GREATEST PUNISHMENT IS THAT THEY
ELECTED NOT TO BE CHOSEN
NOT TO BE SPECIAL NOT TO
HAVE A GREAT EGO.

ALL HUMANS JEWS NON JEWS
ARE CHOSEN ARE CHILDREN OF
GOD. WE ALL HAVE ONE
FATHER-GOD.

WE ALL ARE SPECIAL.

WE ALL

ARE

VERY
VERY

IMPORTANT.

PROVIDING WE

OBEY THE

7 NOHADITE PRINCIPLES-

THE HUMANITARIAN LAWS.

[1]NOT TO HAVE FALSE gods.

LAWS PHILOSOPHIES THAT

JUSTIFY ROBBING RAPING

KILLING MEMBERS OF OTHER
NATIONALITIES RACES
GENDERS RELIGIONS.
[2] NOT TO STEAL
[3] NOT TO RAPE
[4] NOT TO GIVE
FALSE TESTIMONY
[5] NOT TO KILL.
[6] NOT TO BE CRUEL TO
ANIMALS
[7] ESTABLISH LEGISLATION AND POLICE AND ARMY TO EXECUTE THESE LAWS.

IN SHORT TO OBEY THE FEDERAL STATE AND LOCAL LAWS OF ONE'S COMMUNITY.

THESE LAWS CAN BE LEGISLATED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF EACH NATION.

JEWS MUST FOLLOW
HUMANE LAWS OF THE TORAH AND IN ADDITION FOLLOW ALL THE CIVIL CRIMINAL MARRIAGE DIVORCE LAWS OF THE COMMUNITY WHERE THEY LIVE.

NON JEWS HAVE TO FOLLOW ALL THE LAWS OF THEIR NATION STATE AND LOCAL COMMUNITY.
THEY DO NOT HAVE TO FOLLOW THE HUMAN LAWS OF THE TORAH.

AS LONG AS THESE LAWS DO NOT DISCRIMINATE ON THE BASIS OF GENDER RELIGION NATIONAL ORIGIN COLOR OF SKIN.

THUS ALL HUMANS HAVE ONE FATHER-GOD. THEIR EGOS CAN BE VERY GREAT SHARING THIS KNOWLEDGE.
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EVERY HUMAN IS EVERY INDIVIDUAL REGARDLESS OF THEIR RELIGION GENDER RACE NATIONAL ORIGIN CAN ATTAIN THE HIGHEST STAGE AND DEGREE OF SPIRITUALITY - PROPHESY.

THEY MUST BE HONEST WITH THEMSELVES AND WITH OTHERS.
THUS EACH INDIVIDUAL EACH HUMAN CAN POSSESS A LARGE EGO.

THE TALMUD TEACHES AND JEWISH LAW ARUCH HASHULCON EVEN HOEZER- LAWS OF MARRIGE ENSHRINES “ONE MUST GIVE ONES WIFE GREATER HONOR THAN ONE SEEKS FOR ONE SELF”
"WHAT IS GREATEST HONOR?
ARUCH HASHOLCHON RULES "LASOS RETZONAH" "TO DO WHAT YOUR WIFE WANTS" AND I INTERPRET REGARDLESS IF SHE BE 100% WRONG WHY?? BECAUSE YOU INCREASE HER EGO OF COURSE
THIS DOES NOT MEAN IF SHE WANTS YOU AND OR HER TO DIE YOU SHOULD LISTEN BIBLE BOOK BERAISHIS GENESIS 21:12 GOD ORDERS ABRAHAM
"LISTEN TO YOUR WIFE SARA EVEN WHEN SHE IS 100% WRONG"

WHY??

TO INCREASE HER EGO

THERE EXISTS A CORRELATION BETWEEN "LASOS RETZONAH DOING WHAT YOUR WIFE WANTS" "AND OBEYING THE CHUKIM THE RITUAL LAWS DIETARY KOSHER LAWS NIDDAH LAWS NOT HAVING
RELATIONS WITH ONE’S WIFE FOR A PERIOD OF 12 DAYS ONCE SHE HAS HER PERIOD UNTIL SHE DIPS IN A RITUAL BATH MIKVAH OR IN THE OCEAN OR A FLOWING RIVER. OR ELSE PRAYING WEARING TEFILLEN TZITZIS OBSERVING SABBATH AND HOLIDAYS FASTING ON YOM KIPPUR SITTING IN A SUKAH TAKING LULOV AND ESROG
DURING SUKKOS
MAKING BLESSINGS.
ALL THESE RITUALS MAY HAVE
SOME RATIONAL
EXPLANATIONS.
HOWEVER THE REAL TRUTH
THEY ARE ALL TRANSCENDENT
TO HUMAN UNDERSTANDING.
THE OBEYING JEW IS
"DOING THE WILL OF GOD".
PERIOD.
"DOING THE WILL OF GOD
WHAT GOD WANTS"
IS ENLARGING THE EGO OF
GOD
GOD DOES NOT NEED TO HAVE
HUMANS ENLARGE GOD'S EGO.

THE JEW WHO OBEYS CHUKIM-
MITZVAH ESSES AND LOSESES
RITUAL LAWS RECOGNIZES IS
COGNIZANT TESTIFIES THE
ROLE OF GOD
ETERNITY OF GOD

GOD THE CREATOR

THE SUSTAINER

GOD WHO EXERCISES PROVIDENCE

THUS WHEN THE JEW OBEYS THE RITUAL LAWS HE IS IN EFFECT ENHANCING HIS OWN EGO.
BEING TRUTHFUL AND HUMBLE BEFORE GOD THE JEW IN EFFECT BECOMES THE RECIPIENT OF THE PRESENCE OF GOD THE INSTANT HE/SHE PERFORMS THE RITUAL.
AT THAT INSTANT
HE/SHE HAS
COMMUNION WITH GOD.

AT THAT INSTANT
HIS /HER EGO
IS ENHANCED.

WHAT COULD BE GREATER
THAN BEING ONE WITH GOD?

THE NON JEW AND THE JEW
WHEN THEY OBEY THE LAWS
PROMULGATED BY THEIR
FEDERAL STATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT THAT IN ESSENCE ARE THE 7 NOHADIC PRINCIPLES THAT WERE ENUMERATED ABOVE ALSO IN EFFECT HAS COMMUNION WITH GOD.

THEIR EGO ALSO IS ENLARGED. WHAT CAN BE GREATER THAN BEING ONE WITH GOD?

THEIR DEED OF OBEYING GOD REMAINS TO ETERNITY.
JUST AS GOD IS ETERNAL
SO TOO THE DEED OF BOTH
JEWS AND NON JEWS
OBEYING GOD AND DOING
WHAT GOD WANTS
BECOME ETERNAL.
THEY BECOME SPIRITUAL
PART OF ONE’S SOUL
 THAT WILL EXIST
TO ETERNITY.
TOGETHER WITH GOD.